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Following G. Thierrin [7], a semi-group S is called strongly re-
versible, if, for any wo elements a, b of S, there are three positive
integers r, s and t such that

(ab)--ab --b*a.
Such a notion is a generalisWdon of a commutative semi-group.
In his paper, we are mainly concerned with generalisaions of

the results by S. Schwarz _4-6].
Let i be a two-sided ideal of S. We denote by / the set of

element a such hat ae I for some positive integer s. / is called
the closure of .

Theorem 1. If a semi-group S is srongly reversible, the closure

of any two-sided ideal is a two-sided ideal.
Proof. Let a be an elemen of and let x be an element of S.

Then there is a positive integer k such that a*e /, and there are
three integers r, s and such that

(ax)--a,x--xa.
Hence, we have

(ax)-(a’x*)=ax lx
Thus ax e . Similarly xa e . Therefore, is a two-sided ideal.

A semi-group S is called a periodic semi-group, if, for every
elemen a of S, the semi-group (a) generated by a contains a finite
number of different elements.

Such a semi-group has been exensively studied by S. Schwarz.
Theorem 2. Let I be a two-sided ideal of a strongly reversible

periodic semi-group S, and let {e} be the set of all idempotents of
I, then = UK(’),

where Kc=) is the largest subsemi-group of S containing only one idem-
potent e.

For %he deail o2 the semi-group K(), see K. Iski
Proof. Let aeK(), Chert a=e for some s. Hence aeI and

we have U K()

_. Conversely, let a *?I, hen a 2or some s.

Hence there is an integer t such Cha (a)t=e K(). This shows
a e K(.
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Therefore

Definition 1. If ?i--., I is called a closed ideal. A two-sided
ideal is called ime, if ab implies a e or b e , equivalently,
S- is a semi-oup:

Theorem 3. The intersection of any numb of ime ideals
is closed.

ProoL Let

Chere is a positive integer s such that

Hence ae for every a. Since every is prime, a e . There-

fore, a =. So we have ?I?I. Hence ? is closed.

We shl prove the ollowing theorem which is a generalisation
of S. Schwarz theorem

Theorem . Any closed ideal of a commutative periodic semi-
group is the intersection of some prime ideals.

Proof. By Theorem 2, we have

where e(a e A) is he set o2 all idempotens in I. By Theorem 2
o my paper [2, %here is a disjoin decomposition:

S- U
Then we can find by Zoo’s lemma Che amily of ideals (fl e A)
satisfying he following conditions:

( 2 ) K)- 0,
(3) is maximal with respect to the condition (2).

From he conditions (1) and (2), we have easily

Therefore, i is Che intersecion o (fl e A). (For such a considera-
tion, see K. Is6ki 2 or K. E. Aubert 1.)

Now we shall show %hat each is a prime ideal. The idea of
Che proof is due o S. Schwarz 6. To prove it, let a, b e S-,,
then, by the condi%ion (3), the ideal {, a, aS} meets K). Similarly

{,b, bS}K()O. From K()--0, we have
{a, Sa}K 0 {b, bS}K.

I a e K) and b e K), Chen we have abe K cS-.
If a e K) and bx e K, hen abx K and since is an ideal,

abe . Hence abe S-.
I ax e K( and by e K, by a similar argument, we ve abe S
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Therefore, each 3 is a prime ideal.
Corollary 1. In any commutative periodic semi-group, an ideal

is closed, if and only if, it is the intersection of some prime ideals.
Let S be a strongly reversible periodic semi-group, hen by %he

decomposition %heorem (see K. Iski .2), we have
S= UK

where runs over all idempoens e o S, and KK-O or
a. Each G=Ke=eK is a group. An element of G is
called regular. It is easily seen that the set of all regular elements
of a commuta%ive periodic semi-group is a commutative semi-group.

The set E of all idempotents of a strongly reversible periodic
semi-group is a commutative semi-group. Let E be an ideal of E,
then J K is a two-sided ideal of S. To prove it, let a e J and

z S. Suppose ha a KJ, then Shere are wo natural numbers, r such that

0n Che other hand, we can find %hree positive integers r, s and t
such that

(ax)=ax =xa.
Hence

(axf (a’)(x):ee E E E.
Therefore, ax is contained in some K) o J. Similarly xa is con-
Cained in some K’) of J. Hence J is an ideal of S.

Now let E be a prime ideal of E. Then we shall show that J
is a prime ideal of S.

Let a, b S-J, hen %here are p, r such Chat
a e, b e

and ee E-E. Since S is strongly reversible, there are Chree
natural numbers r, s and t such that

(ab) =ab =ba..
Hence

(abf ee E-E.
Therefore ab S-J.

I J s a two-sided ideal o S, the set E o all idempotens in
J is an ideal o E. I J is a prime ideal of S, then we can prove
ha% E is a prime ideal o E.

0n Che firs% part, rom EJ, we have

E1.EJ.SJ,
and since each element of EE is idempoent of J, EEE. Now,
le% J be a prime ideal of S, and let ee E-E, %hen ee S-J.
Hence, we have ee S-J. Since ee, is an idempoCent of S, ee
E-E, which completes %he proof.
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If a prime ideal J of S is distinct from a prime ideal J, hen
J-J.: 0 or J.-J 0. Suppose that J-J 0, then there is an
elemen a such that aJ and aJ. If a=e, eJand e
since J is a prime ideal. Hence EE.

Therefore, we have he ollowing
Theorem 5. In any strongly reversible periodic semi-group,
1) the set E of all idempotents of S is commutative semi-group;
2) an ideal of E corresponds to a two-sided ideal of S and its

converse;
3) there is a 1-1 correspondence between the collection of prime

ideals in E and the s of prime ideals in S.
Let E be he set of all idempotens of a semi-group S.

ee=e 2or e, e e E, we write ee. This order defines a quasi-order
on E. If E is commutative, E is a paially ordered set on " "
(see S. Schwarz [4).

In any commu’ta’ive periodic semi-group S, if e e, a ae
(a e K) is a homomorphic mapping 2rom K to G) (see S. Schwarz
[4).

Theorem 6. In a strongly reversible piodic semi-group S, if
is a prime ideal of S, and e’e, e e , e, e’e E, then e’ .

Proo2. e’e implies e’=e’e, and by e e , we have e’e .
By a charact o2 a semi-group S, we mean a complex valued

unction (x) satisfying (a)(b)-(ab) 2or every a, b of s.
The 2ollowing propositions are clear.
Proposition A. Le’t (x) be a character o2 S, hen he set

Ix] (x)=0} is a prime ideal o2 S.
Proposition B. Let be a prime ideal of S, then

(x) [ 1 xeS-
is a character o2 S.

Proposition C. Let e be an idempoten of S, hen (e)=0 or
x(e)-l.

Proposition D. The se S of all characters o2 S is a commutative
semi-group with 0 and a unit.

For , of S, he product is defined (a)=(a)g(a) 2or
all a e S.

Proposition E. The character e(x) for a prime ideal is an

idempotent of S.
Proposition F. Let be a prime ideal o2 S. The set o all

characters which vanish jus on 2orms a group G wih e as he
unit elemen (see S. Schwarz [4, p. 226).

Proposition G. S can be written as a sum o2 disjoint groups Gv
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for all prime ideals and the se G of all non-vanishing characters.
Proposition H. Any ideal of S is closed.

Proof. By Proposition G, S is a set sum of disjoint groups G.
Let I be an ideal of S, and let X be an element of , then there is
a group G containing X and hence Gxi. Since G is a group,

G=G. Therefore G . Hence I is written as a set sum of
some G. Le X be an element of , hen XeI for some n.
Therefore there is a oup G containing x. If x e G, and ’,
then X e G,. Hence XG. This shows hat X e G implies
x e G. Hence X e . Therefore I is closed.

In his paper [5], S. Schwarz has studied the structures of a
character of a commutative finite semi-oup. We shall generalize
his results $o some general classes containing commutative finite semi-
groups.

Le S be a commutative periodic semi-oup wih a least idem-
potent. Following S. Schwarz [5], we shall define a conjugate class.
Let G be he maximal suboup of K for an idempoten e. For
a of G, the set T of all elements x of K such tha xe=a is
called a conjugate class of S. The semi-oup S is a set sum of
disjoin conjugate classes.

Let a, b be differen elements of S. Every K is the sum of
some conjugate classes.

Suppose tha a, b e K, hen ae be. We shall divide the set E
of all idempoents with disjoin classes as follows: let E-- [e eel--e }.
E= e ee e}, then he sets E, E are disjoin and E=E E. We
shall show that E is a prime ideal of E. If e, e’ are in E, hen
ee e and e’e e, hence ee’e ee e. Therefore ee’ e E and hence
E is semi-oup. To prove that E is an ideal, let e e E, e’e E,
then eerier. To prove ee’ee, suppose ee’e=e, then we have
ee=eee’e-ee’e- e, which is a contradiction to ee e. Hence
E is an ideal of E. Therefore E is a prime ideal of E. Hence= K is a prime idol of S, by Theorem 5. From Ka,b,

we have ae, be e G. Since G is a discrete commutative group,
here is a character () of G such tha (ae)x(be). Clrly
x(e)O. Let

since e is a least idempoenZ of E, and S is commuCative, xxe
(x e K), and e e E) is a homomorphic mapping from K) %o G"),
(x) is extended on S- by @(x)=(xe) (xe K and e E).
Therefore @(x) is a character of S and x(a)x(b).
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Next, we shall suppose e K, b K( and
then e=ee, and let E= {e eel= e], and E.=E-E. If e E,
then ee-e and hence e e. Therefore E e,. By the similar method
stated above, we can show that = K(r) is a prime ideal, and

eThence e S-, e . Let
[ 1 for x e
[ 0 for x e S-,

then (x) is a character of S and z(a)=0, (b)=l.
If e, e, ee,, let Ei be the set of all idempotents greater than

e, i.e. E= [e]ee=e,, e e E}, then e is not contain in E. There-
fore, by the above method, we can construct a character (x) of S
such that (a)= 1 and (b)=0. Therefore we have proved the following

Theorem 7. In any commutative piodic semi-group, for any
two elements a, b ,from distinct conjugate classes, there is a charact
x(x) of Z such that x(a) x(b).

Threm 7 is a generalisation of the result by S. Schwarz [5J.
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